Key indicators: single-crystal X-ray study; T = 295 K; mean (C-C) = 0.005 Å; R factor = 0.044; wR factor = 0.092; data-to-parameter ratio = 15.9.
In the title compound, C 16 H 12 BrFO 2 , the dihedral angle between the aromatic rings is 23. 75 (12) and the dihedral angle between the prop-2-en-1-one fragment and the fluorobenzene ring is 20.9 (2) . In the crystal, only van der Waals interactions occur.
Related literature
For the normal probability plot test, see: Abrahams & Keve (1971); Cromer (1974) . For the influence of the substituents on the geometry of the phenyl ring, see: Domenicano & Murray- Rust (1979); Domenicano (1988) . For a closely related structure, see: Dutkiewicz et al. (2011) .
Experimental
Crystal data BPS thanks the UOM for the research facilities.
Supplementary data and figures for this paper are available from the IUCr electronic archives (Reference: DN2670).
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The geometry of the molecule of I is very similar to that of previously reported (2E)-3-(3-Bromo-4-methoxyphenyl)-1- et al., 2011) . The bond lengths and angles in both compounds are very similar; a majority of them differ by less than 3σ, and even the results of the normal probability plot test (Abrahams & Keve, 1971 ; International Tables for X-ray Crystallography, vol. IV (Cromer, 1974) confirm that the differences between the molecules are mainly of statistic nature. The correlation coefficient R 2 between the set of experimental differences between the geometrical parameters and the theoretical values for pure statistical distribution is 0.97 for the bond lengths (excluding C14-C141 and C14-F14 bonds, of course) and 0.94 -for angles. From the normal probability plot for bond angles it is obvious that the largest, and certainly not random, differences are observed within the phenyl ring with different substituents. This is consistent with the old observation of Domenicano and Murray-Rust (1979) that substituents to the phenyl ring influence much more intraannular bond angles than the bond lengths. The nature of substituents causes completely different bond angles pattern within the phenyl ring, in agreement with the values given by Domenicano (1988) which highlight quite opposite natures of methyl and fluorine groups.
More significant differences are observed at the level of torsion angles, that means that the overall conformations of both compounds differ. The shape of these molecules can be described by the dihedral angles between three planar fragments (cf. Fig. 1 ) 1-bromo-2-methoxyphenyl ring (A), the central prop-2-en-1-one chain (B), and the fluoro-phenyl ring (C). In both cases the dihedral angles between A and B planes are comparable, and in both cases the bridging chain is not significantly tilted out of the plane of the A ring, the orientations of rings C are really different: it is almost coplanar with the B -bridge for methyl derivative while it makes with the plane of prop-2-en-1-one group the significant dihedral angle of 20.9 (2)° in I. The comparison of both molecules, fitted onto the central C1O1C2C3 plane, is shown in Fig. 2 .
In the structure of I, contrary to 1-(4-methoxyphenyl) derivative, where we observed quite a rich structure of weak interactions, there are virtually no specific interactions which might play a role in the designing of the crystal structure.
Therefore only close packing requirements and van der Waals forces are involved in the crystal structure. The hydrogen were placed geometrically, in idealized positions, and refined as rigid groups with their U iso (H) = 1.2U eq (C) with distances C-H = 0.93Å of the appropriate carrier atom (U iso (H) = 1.5U eq (C) with distances C-H = 0.96Å for methyl H).
Figures Fig. 1 . Anisotropic ellipsoid representation of the compound I together with atom labeling scheme. The ellipsoids are drawn at 50% probability level, hydrogen atoms are shown as spheres of arbitrary radii. 
